
THE HISTORY OF BRITISH RACING GREEN 

BRG is shorthand for British Racing Green, that iconic color of pre 1960’s British race cars. Surprisingly                 

BRG history goes way back to 1903. British drivers first adopted British Racing Green for the Gordon                 

Bennett Cup – 114 years ago. The rules stated that components for each car must be made in the                   

country being represented, and painted in a ‘national’ race car color. The British team could not opt for                  

red, white, or blue because Italy, Germany and France (respectively) had already taken them. Motor               

racing was still illegal in Great Britain so the race was staged in Ireland, and the British contingent                  

decided to paint their car shamrock green – partly as a mark of respect for their hosts. However the                   

team added too much black to the paint mix {they had probably spent most of the day downing pints of                    

ale down at the pub}, and a dark green emerged from the mix. The new dark green color stuck from                    

that moment on, and was termed British Racing Green. 

 

For anyone interested the formula for BRG for publishers it is: Cyan 90; Magenta 44; Yellow 92; Black                  

54. For web designers the Hex # is 004225. Unfortunately the BRG swatch below will render to a                  

slightly different color depending on the media through which it is viewed.. Sunlight also influences the                

color perception. 

 

The second color swatch below, is Shamrock. The additional black in the paint mix comprising BRG is                 

clearly obvious from the color swatches. 

 



Each Nation had its National color, however individual race car manufacturers painted their vehicles a               

slightly different shade. For example a French built Matra would have been painted a slightly different                

shade of French Racing Blue (FRB) from a French Built Bugatti. 

If you order a pot of touch-up paint online to cover paint chips on your classic car, or decide to repaint                     

your classic car BRG, you will find that the shade of BRG will be different from each paint manufacturer.                   

I tried several shades of Green to cleanup paint chips on my 1955 MG TF 1500, purchased from the                   

local hardware store, before I got a match. Small pots of BRG purchased on-line were not close enough                  

to disguise the cleanup spots. Of course if you require to apply a touch-up color to your modern car, the                    

correct color paint is generally available from the dealer, and referenced by a paint code.  

During 1968 everything changed, and the Formula1 (F1) rules were updated to include unlimited              

sponsorship. Lotus were first to take advantage of this and their race cars appeared in the red, white                  

and gold of Imperial Tobacco’s Gold Leaf brand. The era of National colors came to an end.                 

 

Modern Race Cars are like moving Billboards, advertising a number of the Race Teams Sponsors, and                

of course the race car technology is quite different. I am not sure that it is better for the spectator today,                     

than in the past. Certainly the television coverage is excellent, and the commentators help by declaring                

the car team and driver for the less knowledgeable viewers, as the cameras pickup individual cars. 

  

  

 


